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Abstract: Modern economic dynamics makes it more expedient to introduce lean construction tools into the activities of all value chain participants in construction. The need to take into account digitalization processes in construction entail an increase in the urgency of the problem related to the integration of digital technologies into the concept of lean construction. Many studies have been devoted to the problems of integrating lean construction with building information modeling (BIM) tools, which have proved their effectiveness and substantiated obstacles to their active implementation. However, issues related to assessing the cost-effectiveness of integrating lean construction with BIM and other digital technologies (if companies refuse to introduce BIM), which allow for improving the interaction of investment and construction project participants, have not been actively studied.

This article examines the effectiveness of using digital tools and technologies that will contribute to the development of lean construction and reduce the corresponding losses of investment and construction projects in the example of Russia. A literature review, interviews with experts aimed at summarizing the results, as well as practical calculations taken from the existing project, were used for the purposes of this study. The main losses at each stage of an investment and construction project arising from problems in the interaction of participants in Russian construction were identified, the effects of integrating lean construction with BIM and other digital technologies were determined, an algorithm for selecting digital technologies to be integrated with lean construction was developed. The methodology for calculating the effect of the implementation of tools and principles of lean–digital interaction technologies, as well as recommendations for the implementation of tools in construction practice, were discussed.
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1. Introduction

In the context of a highly turbulent economic situation, the basis for the survival of a company is cost reduction and elimination of unproductive losses, which is the focus of lean manufacturing. Accordingly, it becomes relevant to improve the methodology and philosophy of lean manufacturing, taking into account the impact of key challenges of modern economic reality, which includes the impact of the coronavirus pandemic, import substitution under sanctions, changes in the geopolitical situation [1], and development trends, such as changes in the technological mode and Industry 4.0 and 5.0, digital economy formation and development, sustainable development [2–4]. The necessity and relevance of applying the concept of lean manufacturing in modern Russian construction are also reflected in the adopted Strategy for the Development of the Construction Industry and Housing and Public Utility Sector until 2030 [5].

When studying lean manufacturing, one should understand that manufacturing as the process of value generation is its fundamental basis [6,7]. Considering lean manufacturing in construction, it is necessary to take into account modern studies of value
chains, in which the use of advanced technologies [8,9], sustainable development [10,11],
the interaction of participants [8,12,13], and the impact of digital transformation on the
efficiency of these chains by improving management and performance [3,8,11,14] are shown
as promising areas.

Analyzing the scientific literature devoted to the general problem of value chain
digitalization and the digitalization of lean construction principles and tools, one can
conclude that there is a certain dualism of opinions. A number of scientists [15–18] believe
that the curve of added value distribution in value chains in the conditions of digital
transformation demonstrates upward dynamics if lean manufacturing is combined with
digital tools for studying consumer demand. Other researchers tend to separate lean
manufacturing and digitalization, considering that fixing the processes by their digitization
is not only inefficient but also results in losing financial and time resources [19].

The possibility of analyzing big data using digital platforms and the Internet of Things
leads to an increase in the profitability of the product sales segment in the value chain [20].
This trend is also typical for construction products, given the limited information about
needs and the corresponding high risks compensated by the high profitability of these
value chain links. The use of digital technologies for collecting and analyzing data on
consumers will reduce risks related to construction product selling and decrease the number
of intermediaries thanks to digital platforms and services ensuring communication between
manufacturers and consumers (similar to other value chains as specified in [21]).

Active discussion of the impact of various digital technologies on value chains often
focuses on analyzing the impact of digitalization on employment and world trade, ignoring
the relationships and communication of value chain participants [2,22]. Regarding the
digitalization of value chains, the authors note the key possibility of tracking the movement
of a product along the entire chain with the control of all material flows and financial
calculations, which makes processes more transparent and also ensures lean manufacturing
effective use at various stages of the value chain [8,16,23,24]. We agree with the opinion
of a number of scientists who believe that at the current stage of digital transformation,
digital solution providers should stop competing to retain consumers of these solutions
and focus on cooperation with these consumers to take the lead in the markets of final
products, i.e., the value chain exit [24–26]. The study [27] notes that in the context of the
digital economy, management makes it possible to obtain reliable information about the
actions of every value chain participant in order to coordinate actions and make correct
managerial decisions when there are means for online information sharing and binding to
a single model of the object [27].

Another crucial point, even a key one for the implementation of digital technologies,
is the high turbulence of the socio-economic and political environment that has existed
since the beginning of the pandemic in 2020. Researchers [4,25,28] note the need to increase
the adaptability of value chains to various shocks [4]. In this context, digitalization creates
opportunities to analyze the results of monitoring the entire supply chain in real-time and
allows one to respond quickly to changes in consumer preferences and the dynamics of the
external environment [29]. The problem of adapting value chains to various types of risk
situations is of paramount importance in the relevant areas of research today [4,28,30]. The
lean manufacturing system allows companies that are value chain participants to increase
efficiency, eliminate losses, and reduce the working capital requirement [17,30,31].

To a certain extent, this allows the implementation of new digital technologies, which
at the same time are a tool to support making decisions on a prompt response to changes in
consumer preferences.

However, the limited number of resources at various levels of the economy during
the crisis led to the need to select such principles of lean construction and digitalization
tools integrated with lean construction that will, in practice, allow for increased efficiency
in modern conditions, including the Russian construction management system and the
 corresponding interaction of value chain participants.
Despite the high level of development of the BIM and lean construction integration issue, there is little research on the effective use of other digital technologies since companies are reluctant to implement BIM; the same applies to the gradual transition to the use of BIM in lean construction. Moreover, the problem of assessing the effectiveness of lean construction tools’ digitalization in the interaction of value chain participants remains underinvestigated.

Accordingly, the purpose of this study is to determine efficiency and identify the digital tools and technologies that will contribute to improving the efficiency of lean construction and reducing losses from the interaction of value chain participants.

The structure of the article is as follows. Section 1 provides an overview of the main current areas of research in the field of value chains in construction, the concept of lean construction and its interaction with digital technologies, and the purpose of this research. Section 2 presents the sources of theoretical and empirical data for the research, a detailed review of literature dedicated to interaction within the framework of lean–BIM, and empirical data from the Russian practice of value chain interactions in construction. A new approach to the selection of digital tools to implement the principles of lean construction in the value chain in construction is presented in Section 3. The results of the evaluation of the effect of the proposed approach on the example of a real construction project in Russia are given in Section 4. Prospects for wider application of the research results and its further development are presented in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

The logic of using the methodological framework and the research materials are given below, as well as the scientific justification of the possibility and feasibility of their use (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Research methods.](image)

In the first stage, the literature is scanned to identify existing challenges, prospects, and areas for integrating lean construction with digital technologies in the value chain. Particular attention is paid to the study of the interaction of participants in the value chain in lean construction and their information component.

2.1. Lean Construction in the Value Chain

The purpose of lean manufacturing is to generate value for the consumer [6,32]. Modern economic science shifts the focus from the value-based approach studying the usefulness and consumer value towards value-based management, i.e., the approach to generating new value for stakeholders. Such an interpretation is typical for value-based management, to which the concept of lean construction refers [33–35].

Based on the multi-subject specificity and the need to combine and cooperate a number of specialized organizations in the process of the project life cycle and the life cycle of a real estate object, the process of generating consumer value in construction in-
cludes the consolidation of actions of all the listed subjects in the process of creating construction products [36].

Participants in the value chain in the construction of Russia are customers and investors of construction that create the basis for the implementation of investment and construction projects and the formation of resulting construction products. At the same time, standards and basic requirements both for the process of communication of project participants and the value generated for the consumer are developed under the influence of leaders in the process of self-regulation. The participants of the construction are both subjects of investment and construction design, including technical customers, contractors, project designers and surveyors, operating organizations, standardization and certification organizations, organizations producing construction materials, small innovative enterprises and PropTech startups, and consulting firms. Every participant, in turn, creates a complementary product or its part used to generate value or construction products.

The composition of participants in the value chain in Russian construction differs from the similar one in Europe due to the specifics of the legislation [37] and the absence of a number of types of contracts, for example, IPD [16]. A special group of participants consists of executive bodies of the Russian Federation and its subjects, including supervisory and controlling bodies. Functions in the field of urban planning or spatial environment reconstruction, including the development of urban development plans, ending with the issue of construction permits [37], are within the competence of the authorities of the constituent entities of the Russian Federation.

Sources [17,38] describe a combination of process and project approaches in management; therefore, participants in the value chain in construction and investment and construction project participants are synonyms.

The main trends in value chain research are the application of digital technologies to optimize supply chains; manage resources; ensure the sustainable management of green supply chains, system integration with partners and other participants, and creation of information platforms for uniting participants; and make joint decisions [8].

To increase value in the chain, we must remove communication and coordination barriers, which will also result in higher productivity, lower costs, and losses in construction [33].

2.2. Lean Construction and Digitalization

The use of lean manufacturing and principles in construction projects to improve efficiency has been developing. However, most of these principles and tools are not integrated with modern digital technologies, such as BIM [39,40]. The integrated application of lean–BIM in a construction project will significantly increase the value of the construction product and process [41]. Improving productivity and efficiency and reducing costs and losses as a result of integrated application of BIM and lean are confirmed by many studies [42–44]. The introduction of lean and BIM in project implementation has become a new area of research in the field of information technology development in architecture, design, and construction [42,44–46].

Opinions Differ Slightly on the Methods and Timing of Integration

Research [47] contrasts the lean construction approach and the digital transformation of management. Indeed, digitalization by itself will neither reduce losses nor optimize processes according to the principles of lean construction [48]. Accordingly, the digitization of business processes is one of the last stages of the life cycle of changes in the context of lean construction concept introduction. On the other hand, a number of researchers consider it necessary to introduce lean construction and digitalization tools simultaneously [44,45,49,50].

Regarding the significance of digitalization processes for value chains and the relation between Industry 4.0 tools and lean construction, the team of authors adheres to the position of R. Basso and other researchers [17,18,24,44,45,50] defining in modern conditions “Lean Manufacturing 4.0” or “Operational Excellence 4.0” [24,49,51]. The tools of lean production
and digitalization are not mutually exclusive and should be complementary tools that allow the implementation of complementary parallel processes.

Recently, researchers and practitioners have become interested in lean digital tools that support production planning and control [40,42]. BIM is the leader in this process, but there are problems both with the safety of the model and with data compatibility [40].

In any case, it is necessary to give priority to the involvement of employees, competencies, processes, and operating models [7,52]; combine digital technologies with lean manufacturing processes; and obtain, as a result, the trinity of processes, technologies, and people involved in the process. Two-thirds of the lean manufacturing program focuses today on talents and competencies, one-third on processes, and only 10% on technologies [49,53]. Lean manufacturing 4.0 connects technology with processes and people [40].

The introduction of digital technologies in the implementation of lean manufacturing processes, in particular, lean construction, will reduce the time spent by employees to fill in and prepare all documentation within the framework of lean construction activities as well as the time spent for meetings, for traveling to the place of meetings and the place of construction, for information processing, and the time needed to carry out various comparisons and present results visualization. Given the remoteness of construction facilities from the back office and the large number of participants in a construction project, digital technologies will reduce the time spent on data consolidation and aggregation, meetings, and status update meetings. Digitalization contributes to saving time, increasing the availability of knowledge and information, and improving decision-making processes [54]. Working in a digital environment is a new way of accomplishing existing lean construction tasks with certain advantages. Digitalization and technology should be integrated into lean construction programs not as an additional tool, but as consolidated information in an appropriate dashboard ensuring continuous progress in the level of sustainability of the company and its construction projects.

The recommendations for the integration of lean construction and digitalization tools include the leadership initiative, the introduction of educational programs, and the improvement of communication between project stakeholders, including through the change of contracts [55], high-quality training, partnership of all project participants, and state support [44].

2.3. Lean Construction, Communication, and Information

The philosophy and methodology of lean construction are based on the fact that at all stages of the life cycle of manufacture of a product, i.e., a capital construction project (CCP), various production losses are eliminated, as well as everything that does not generate consumer value, but only contributes to an increase in the price of the product is reduced to the maximum, and a system aimed at meeting customer needs and generating value is formed [6,55]. The concept includes a number of methodological tools and approaches to ICP management [6,19,32,42].

However, it is necessary to take into account not only material flows but also information flows arising in the process of construction [56]. The need for information management leads to the establishment of a relevant process as one of the components of the overall process of managing an ICP.

A number of researchers [45,57–59] note the importance of obtaining reliable information on time in the project. It is especially important that errors in design information lead to a huge number of improvements at the construction stage [58]; outdated information about the object leads to the complexity of its maintenance [59]. The study [60] calculated that more losses are accounted for the verification of information, while the inefficiency of business processes and downtime of employees account for 15%. The lack or insufficiency of information leads to losses [57], which require elimination within the framework of the concept of lean construction.

The toolkit for solving the problem of inefficient information is provided by digitalization, and the best solution is BIM [53,54]. Moreover, BIM “is a collaborative concept that
involves more integrated planning and interaction between team members” [17]; that is, digital technologies not only allow solving the problem of inefficient information but also ensure the interaction of project participants promptly. However, the application of BIM at the stage of object management, i.e., operation, is difficult due to problems with data integration between different software solutions [17,61], which leads to losses [17]. One of the possible solutions is the use of the IFC data format [17,62], which is also determined by Russian legislation.

Given the fact that BIM implementation is rather costly, a phased transition is proposed. It involves a transformation from 2D to 3D models [17,54], and this transformation also results in losses [59]. It is necessary to introduce lean construction tools [17], and it is important to take into account the shortcomings of BIM and provide for a gradual transition to it through the introduction of other digital lean construction tools.

Qualitative and prompt exchange of information is typical for joint models of project implementation [46,63]. Lean project implementation also refers to joint models [46], including joint planning, design, and control, which eliminates many inter-operational losses.

The study [50] investigated the synergistic relationship between lean, BIM, and integrated IPD project implementation (also representing a model of joint project implementation). IPD is a process with the help of which project participants are in the project from the beginning to completion [50], and lean construction is a process aimed at improving the communication between construction participants to maximize value and minimize losses [64]; these approaches complement each other. Moreover, the use of BIM and IPD improve the results of lean construction [50].

The Russian practice of interaction mainly uses the traditional model of project implementation based on the implementation of stages related to certain contractual relations [37]. Therefore, interaction is often weak; there are many requests and clarifications in the project and high losses due to communication [56].

The article [65] presents quantitative evidence of increased team interaction through the application of lean management of design and BIM. Interaction was achieved through early involvement of participants, joint planning, and prompt resolution of issues in a common data environment (EDMS). Team interaction was assessed using social media analysis [65]. However, the effectiveness of projects was not evaluated. Therefore, it is important to assess the effectiveness of joint work of construction participants from an economic standpoint and justify the tools applicable in Russian practice that improve the interaction of participants.

2.4. Practice of Interaction and Losses in the Value Chain in Russian Construction

Modern Russian construction practice only fragmentarily applies BIM tools and other digital technologies. Paperwork is more developed [56,61]. In Russia, according to the Ministry of Construction, Housing and Utilities of the Russian Federation, 20% of companies use BIM [66], and the volume of the information modeling market slightly exceeds $60 million. Information accumulated in a number of created information systems, such as FGIS PC (Federal Government Information System for Pricing in Construction containing data on construction resources and their cost), SIS HUS (State Information System of Housing and Utilities Sector), and UDSIS (Urban Development Support Information System), are used in the process of construction. Digital technologies are also used fragmentarily in design, ERP, CRM, and electronic document management systems (EDMS) [61,66].

The assessment of losses arising from the usual interaction of project participants was carried out on the basis of the previous online brainstorm session [67,68], which united 10 leading specialists in the construction industry (including designers, investors, heads of contracting and operating organizations, customers, professors of Moscow State University of Civil Engineering, heads of state authorities). As a result, key problems of communication and coordination throughout the life cycle of the project were systematized, and ideas for reducing losses were proposed (Table 1).
Table 1. Expert assessment of the individual significance of communication problems faced by project stakeholders; points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICP stages</th>
<th>Description of operations in accordance with ICP stages</th>
<th>Interaction chain (responsible persons)</th>
<th>Deadlines</th>
<th>Recommendations for optimizing the operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-design stage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a project business plan</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Not regulated</td>
<td></td>
<td>The project should have a minimum payback period, parameters necessary to receive government subsidies, concessional loans, or be subject to national projects. Reduce inter-operational losses of time spent on meetings and obtaining approvals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land plot allocation</td>
<td>Customer–Municipal administration</td>
<td>Within 30 days from the date of application submission</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtaining credit financing</td>
<td>Customer–bank</td>
<td>7 to 60 days or more, depending on the complexity of the project and its estimated cost</td>
<td></td>
<td>This operation is the most long-lasting and bureaucratically complex at the initial stage. Reduce inter-operational losses of time needed to obtain approvals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obtaining technical conditions for connection to the supply system</td>
<td>Customer–networks owners</td>
<td>Not regulated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design stage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender for design and survey works</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>14 to 30 days, depending on the tender conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td>The customer needs to pay attention not only to the cost of the project but also to the qualifications of the design staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of design and estimate documentation</td>
<td>Project designers</td>
<td>30 days to 1 year and more, depending on the complexity of the project</td>
<td></td>
<td>The heart of any facility is the project. Here, it is necessary to take into account all the assemblies, solutions, and desires to link all this to the existing legislation and regulations. That is why the choice of project designers is one of the first things to pay attention to. Reduce operational and inter-operational losses due to RFI and changes in the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender for technical customer determination</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>14 to 30 days, depending on the tender conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td>It is necessary to be very careful when choosing the technical customer since you entrust some of your responsibilities to it. Reduce inter-operational losses of time spent on meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project appraisal</td>
<td>Technical customer–Project designers–State or commercial expertise</td>
<td>Up to 60 days, provided that There are no comments</td>
<td></td>
<td>The speed and absence of comments from experts depend on the quality of the project. Reduce operational and inter-operational losses due to RFI and changes in the project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction stage</th>
<th>Obtaining a building permit</th>
<th>Technical customer</th>
<th>Up to 7 days</th>
<th>The customer needs to pay attention not only to the cost of work but also to the qualifications of the construction organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tender for general contractor determination</td>
<td>Customer technical customer</td>
<td>14 to 30 days, depending on the tender conditions</td>
<td>It is necessary to control fluctuations in the cost of basic materials to quickly solve the issue related to an increase in the cost of the project if the cost of materials exceeds 10% of the estimated cost presented in the estimates. Reduce operational losses using pull scheduling and integrated management. Reduce operational and inter-operational losses due to RFI and changes in the project. Reduce inter-operational losses of time spent on meetings and obtaining approvals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction and installation works</td>
<td>General contractor</td>
<td>Deadline according to the work schedule</td>
<td>As-built documentation preparation process</td>
<td>Technical customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility commissioning according to Article 55 of the Town Planning Code</td>
<td>Customer–technical customer</td>
<td>1 to 2 months</td>
<td>Commissioning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The developed questionnaire is based on the ideas of brainstorming and the results of analyzing scientific studies (clauses 2.1–2.3 hereof).

We conducted an expert survey among managers of construction ecosystem organizations performing various functions (Figure 2). The survey was dedicated the problem of assessing the significance of losses in the communication of ICP participants at all stages of the life cycle.

A link to the online survey created in Google Forms was sent to 50 construction professionals holding management positions (who are at least a job superintendent or a head of a department), having work experience of 8+ years and experience in applying digital technologies, including BIM and lean.

The developed questionnaire consists of a few sections: type of activity, digital tools used, main problems of interaction, and effects of the introduction of digital technologies. The questionnaire is developed in the format of the Likert scale with a semantic rating scale of 1–5, similar to [24,55,69]. Some questions require free responses. An example of the questionnaire is provided in Supplementary Material.

At this stage, we present the results of the survey related to problems and losses arising in the course of interaction in the Russian construction practice.
The quantitative results of the survey can be analyzed in terms of statistics and consistency. Average scores by points, simple percent, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation were used for data analysis [16,24,55]. According to the literature, a standard deviation below 1 on the five-point Likert scale is mainly taken as a low level of variance in the assessment [16,70]. The standard deviation was below 1 for all scores. The average value is also used to determine the importance of problems and losses [16]. The higher average reflected the greater importance of the problem from the experts’ point of view. The assessment results are shown in Table 2.

The above calculation of the standard deviation and coefficient of variation proves the consistency of experts on each problem. Moreover, the consistency was assessed using Kendall’s coefficient of concordance W = 0.78. Kendall’s W ranges from 0 (no concordance) to 1 (complete concordance), and any value above 0.7 proves a high level of concordance [50,71]. The consistency of respondents’ responses is high.

Table 2. Expert assessment of communication problems faced by project; points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Arising Losses</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Coefficient of Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-design</td>
<td>E-Cu, Cu-O</td>
<td>Low accuracy of project cost estimation</td>
<td>Losses due to the fact that the actual cost exceeds the estimated cost; losses due to low demand</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insufficient visualization of CCP</td>
<td>Inter-operation losses due to inaccurate technical specifications provided by the investor and customer</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EA-Cu</td>
<td>Duration of procedures</td>
<td>Inter-operational time losses</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cu-Pd</td>
<td>No front-end engineering design; ambiguous technical specifications; impossibility of taking into account operating parameters during the feasibility study and justification of investments; complexity of solutions for the reconstruction of the environment</td>
<td>Inter-operational losses due to inaccurate technical specifications provided by the investor and customer; time and operational losses due to RF clarifications</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Structure of respondents by the type of activities of the organization; % (according to the results of the expert survey).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Problems</th>
<th>Arising Losses</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Coefficient of Variation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Cu-Pd</td>
<td>Ambiguous nature of technical specifications; lack of information on the current cost; design documentation revision or alteration</td>
<td>Time and operational losses due to collisions and re-design; time and operational losses due to RFI clarifications; time losses due to the long-lasting document flow; losses due to the fact that the actual cost exceeds the estimated cost</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OO-Cu</td>
<td>Lack of information on the current cost; lack of statistics on resources and deadlines; design documentation revision or alteration; a large number of collisions; difficulty in obtaining the opinion</td>
<td>Time and operational losses due to collisions and design changes; time losses due to the long-lasting document flow; losses due to the fact that the actual cost exceeds the estimated cost</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EA-Cu</td>
<td>Duration of procedures</td>
<td>Inter-operational time losses</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Co-Cu</td>
<td>Lack of a unified environment for interaction; the need to make changes to the project; non-compliance with the construction deadlines; overstatement of the estimated cost; non-compliance with the quality of the CCP</td>
<td>Time inter-operational and operational losses due to collisions and re-design; time and operational losses due to RFI clarifications; time losses due to the long-lasting document flow; losses due to the fact that the actual cost exceeds the estimated cost; losses due to the extension of the estimated construction period; operational losses due to the reduction in the quality of works and elements</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OO, E-Cu, Co</td>
<td>Lack of a unified interaction environment; the need to make changes to the project</td>
<td>Time and operational losses due to collisions and re-design; time and operational losses due to RFI clarifications; time inter-operational losses</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-Su</td>
<td>Lack of accurate data on the cost of resources; overstatement of the construction cost; supply risks; poor quality of materials</td>
<td>Time and operational losses due to disruption of resources supplies and an increase in the duration of operations; losses due to the fact that the actual cost exceeds the estimated cost; operational losses due to the reduction in the quality of works and elements; time inter-operational losses</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-Co, Cu</td>
<td>Non-compliance with the construction quality; many collisions; complexity of the document exchange process</td>
<td>Operational losses due to the reduction in the quality of works and elements; time and operational losses due to inter-operational losses of time</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Cu</td>
<td>Complex contractual system; complexity of the document exchange process</td>
<td>Inter-operational time losses</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA-Cu</td>
<td>Duration of procedures</td>
<td>Inter-operational time losses</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Cu, O-OO</td>
<td>No operation parameters are taken into account in the project; complexity of the document exchange process; lack of communication with operation systems</td>
<td>Time inter-operational losses; operational losses due to loss of value for buyers; direct losses due to the overrun of costs for CCP operation</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cu—customer; EA—executive authorities (regional, municipal); TPA—expert organizations carrying out technological and price audits of projects; Pd—the project designer; Co—the contractor; Ex—bodies of state or non-state expertise of design and estimate documentation; E—engineering, expert organizations; Su—suppliers of construction materials, structures, equipment; CO—bodies of state construction supervision, construction oversight, and audit organizations; B—bank; OO—operating organizations; O—owner (user) of the facility.
Based on the results of the expert survey, the duration of the procedures for approving and signing documentation was determined as the main problem of interaction between ICP participants. It results in a delay in introducing changes in the project and an increase in the time lag between the actual performance of works and the receipt of funds. In turn, these facts increase the time for correcting the comments and, ultimately, the construction duration. Failure to meet construction deadlines entails not only numerous inter-operational and operational losses resulting in an increase in financial costs but also the failure to implement investment programs. Accordingly, the need to eliminate and minimize identified losses involves solving a large number of problems and processing a large amount of information, which, in turn, necessitates the use of digital technologies.

The survey conducted among Russian specialists in construction is supported by the conclusions of the scientific research given in clauses 2.1–2.3. It is necessary to integrate digital technologies with lean construction tools to reduce losses arising from the interaction of investment and construction project participants.

Since one of the obstacles to the introduction of BIM and other digital technologies is their high cost [39,44,72,73], it is necessary to determine the effects that arise when integrating lean–digital technologies. This will help create an incentive for the introduction of lean–BIM.

2.5. The Effects of Integrating Lean Construction with BIM Regarding the Improvement of the Interaction between Participants

A number of studies are devoted to the problems of analyzing the effects of lean–BIM implementation (for example, [17,46,50,73,74]. The article [46] systematizes the effects on the basis of bibliographic analysis. The effects are divided into three main groups: process, people (interaction), and tools. Regarding the process parameter, there is an effect on project planning and implementation, increasing productivity, efficiency, and created value, reducing losses and costs, improving the interaction and information exchange, and reducing and distributing risks [46]. Regarding the people parameter, an increase in the involvement and effectiveness of teamwork is determined; the tools parameter includes the integration of participants in the process of work, data storage, and exchange. In [46], three main effects are distinguished: productivity, communication, and loss reduction.

Based on an extensive review of the literature, the work [17] notes such effects of the introduction of lean construction and value chains as productivity, reduction of time and costs, and reduction of losses from paperless workflow.

Regardless of the stage of lean construction technologies introduction, the processes of managing meetings, informing about the conditions of occupational safety, training and implementation of certain procedures, identification of problems during the operation of construction machines, mechanisms, logistics management, and so on are implemented on a daily basis (for example, [75]). Often, the implementation of such actions requires not only a large amount of time but also entails costs for the office, as well as losses due to distortion or slow receipt of information. In this interpretation, the above processes do not add value, which can be changed by automating these processes through digitalization. The possibility to work in a paperless environment, in a common data environment, allows for increasing not only the speed of processes implementation but also their consolidation, taking into account the possibility of making quick clarifications to the project and solving other production issues.

Based on the results of the expert survey, the following information on the main expected effects of digital paperless interaction in the construction process was obtained (Figure 3).
Consistency criteria calculations prove the validity of the conclusions. Based on the survey, the main types of effects that reflect the reduction of losses according to lean construction and are consistent with the results of the analysis of scientific research [17,46,50] were determined. Next, it is necessary to conduct a numerical assessment of the effects of the example of an implemented construction project. Moreover, based on the results of the survey, we can conclude that it is an effective decision to create an EDMS for project participants as the first step of digitalization in BIM implementation.

3. Results

A comprehensive review of the literature described in clauses 2.1–2.5 hereof showed the feasibility of integrating lean–digital technologies (lean Construction 4.0) in construction to improve the communication between participants, increase the value they create, as well as reduce losses.

A survey conducted among construction professionals in Russia showed that there are many problems in the interaction of project participants that result in operational and...
inter-operational losses. The low use of BIM in Russia proves the need for the use of digital technologies that facilitate interaction and allow obtaining operational information in the project. The results of the literature review and the survey also showed a number of effects in the form of reducing losses from minimal digitalization (the use of an EDMS in the project), as well as from BIM.

Focusing on the identified key tasks of lean Construction 4.0 adopted within the framework of this study, we would like to present a new approach to the communication between ICP participants at the pre-design stage, design stage, construction stage, and operation stage in Russian construction practice (Figures 4–7).

**Figure 4.** A new approach to the communication between participants of the ICP pre-design stage based on lean Construction 4.0, where: UDSIS—urban development support information system, FGIS PC—federal government information system for pricing in construction.

Considering digital tools as the basis of the target image of the lean construction process and noting that the maximum reduction in losses will be observed when a BIM model is created and the process of real estate creation and functioning becomes digitalized [40,72,74,76], it is necessary to adhere to the principle of pragmatism. According to this principle, the scope and methods of digitalization should clearly correspond to the solution of the set task [54]. Therefore, it is necessary not only to determine the target image of the lean construction process and its efficiency criteria, analyze the conditions for the efficiency of digital process transformation, and calculate the necessary costs but also to create an algorithm for determining the optimal tools depending on the specifics of projects and companies implementing them.
Figure 5. A new approach to the communication of participants of the ICP design stage based on lean Construction 4.0. where: FGIS PC—federal government information system for pricing in construction, EDMS—electronic document management system, CDE—common data environment, UDSIS—urban development support information system.

Figure 6. A new approach to the communication of participants of the construction stage based on lean Construction 4.0. where: FGIS PC—federal government information system for pricing in construction, EDMS—electronic document management system, CDE—common data environment.
Figure 7. A new approach to the communication of participants of the construction stage based on lean Construction 4.0. where: EDMS—electronic document management system, CDE—common data environment, FGIS HPU—Federal Government Information System for the Housing and Public Utility Sector, FGIS Arshin—federal government information system for ensuring the unity of measurements of the State Committee for the Russian Federation for Standardization and Metrology.

However, it should be borne in mind that full digitalization of lean construction processes is not always necessary and effective.

When determining the feasibility of introducing a certain digital service or technology into the processes that implement the concept of lean construction, we consider it necessary, firstly, to determine the direct possibility or impossibility of introducing a specific element of digital transformation due to the presence or absence of conditions for its implementation; secondly, to prioritize the digital tool, which provides for the choice of appropriate goals and a set of changes in the process of lean construction when introducing a certain element of digital transformation, depending on the effect indicators that have the highest impact on the effectiveness criteria of this element.

The proposed algorithm for selecting digital tools and technologies for implementation in the process of lean construction is presented in the form of a flowchart (Figure 8).

Further development of the digital environment and information infrastructure as a result of the digital tools introduction will increase not only the efficiency of project implementation but also the volume of relevant and reliable information about problems, losses, and the results of their dynamics through the use of lean methods. So, lean principle digitalization forms a base containing the statistics related to problems, their systematic discussion, and options for their solution. Accordingly, digitalization allows not only to reduce of inter-operational losses but also to quickly and reliably implement one of the most important aspects of the lean concept—continuous improvement. One cannot stop at a one-time reduction in losses, costs, and quality.
4. Discussion of the New Approach Effects

The proposed lean–digital technologies approach with a focus on the communication between project participants was applied in practice for phase 2 of the project for the construction of a hospital with a birth center with a total area of 80,000 m². The total cost of construction is 9500 million rubles. Design is carried out in two stages. The first stage includes a multidisciplinary unit with a patient capacity of 606 beds consisting of three buildings—a diagnostic and treatment building, an auxiliary building, a ward building, and a pathoanatomical building with a laboratory and checkpoints. The second stage includes an outpatient department, a maternity hospital for 130 people, a children’s hospital for
180 beds, an infectious building for children and adults for 100 beds, a first-aid station for 6 cars, a ground helipad, as well as transitions between the buildings.

Facility design in BIM was implemented, and an electronic document flow and a common data environment based on CDM Matrix software were created. They will allow the implementation of both integrated project management in the common data environment and pull scheduling.

The effect of applying the lean concept using digital tools is the reduction of losses (for example, [7,17,61], resulting in a reduction of both explicit and transactional costs.

The remarkable thing is that it is necessary to decide on the calculation tools that will be used to determine losses and the corresponding effects of digitalization, i.e., it is necessary to systematize the criteria for achieving the proposed target image of the process of ICP implementation based on the principles of lean manufacturing. We presented the proposed methods for formalizing the assessment of operating losses in a number of publications [7,31,61].

Inter-operation losses are reduced in most cases by reducing the number of RFIs and speeding up the processing of information requests. The communication nature of inter-operational losses postulated in this study allows referring to the category of transaction costs [56,77]. In the vast majority of cases, the assessment is expert-based due to the specifics of transaction costs. However, we consider it more expedient to use the calculation and expert method, which allows for calculating transaction costs based on the additive and multiplicative model:

\[
TC = \sum_{j=1}^{n} t_j \cdot Cv_j + \sum_{j=n+1}^{m} Kt_j \cdot Ct_j + \sum_{j=m+1}^{l} Ce_j
\]

where
1. \(TC\) — total transaction costs;
2. \(Kt_j\) — the number of transactions of \(j\)-th type;
3. \(Ct_j\) — the cost of one transaction of the \(j\)-th type;
4. \(t_j\) — time spent for the execution of transactions of the \(j\)-th type;
5. \(Cv_j\) — the cost of a time unit of transactions of the \(j\)-th type;
6. \(Ce_j\) — costs of the \(j\) type determined by expertise.

Calculations of effects resulting from the elimination of time losses elimination determined on the basis of the category of transaction costs are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

The results of the effect calculation for the organization of a conventional paper workflow are presented in Table 3.

In the example of the project for the construction of a hospital, we calculated the effects of full digitalization of lean construction processes based on the application of building information modeling (BIM). These effects lead to savings on loan payments to the bank (by reducing the amount of interest for the use of financial resources), which results in a reduction in project costs. The corresponding value of the effects of using BIM in the project is presented in Figure 11.

In general, the model of efficiency of digital tools introduction for lean construction concept practical implementation created on the basis of the literature analysis and a survey conducted among specialists, as well as calculations for a real project, is presented in Figure 12.
Figure 9. Saved labor costs at the facility per month after the introduction of an EDMS; hour.

Figure 10. The result of calculating the monthly effect of eliminating time losses at the facility under consideration; rub.
Table 3. Calculation of costs for the organization of a conventional paper workflow for phase 2 of facility construction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICP Life Cycle Stage</th>
<th>Number of Reports, pcs.</th>
<th>Number of Pages per Report, pcs.</th>
<th>Total Number of Pages in the Documentation</th>
<th>Number of Documentation Revisions</th>
<th>Total Number of Pages in the Documentation Considering Revisions</th>
<th>Number of Report Copies</th>
<th>Total Pages of Documentation for the Facility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design and survey works</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As-built documentation</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48,000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>96,000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>384,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acts on improvement</td>
<td>1552</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>37,248</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>148,992</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>595,968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acts for outdoor networks</td>
<td>1552</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>37,248</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>148,992</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>595,968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion on commissioning</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Effectiveness of using lean 4.0 in the project for the construction of a hospital.

Figure 12. Generation of lean 4.0 effects for the participants of the manufacturing pool of the ICP.

At the micro level, the motivation for the transition to information modeling, particularly in digital transformation, should not only be used to meet the existing innovative technological trends of the modern construction market but also to meet business goals while solving existing problems at each stage of the life cycle of an ICP.
The main results and effects of lean construction processes and tools digitalization are the reduction of construction time due to the optimization of administrative procedures and digital integrated construction management, attraction and turnover of investments, transparent management and analysis of projected construction volumes, including construction in progress, analysis of resource needs, operational pull scheduling with the possibility to instantaneously analyze and respond to changes in dynamics, assessment of the regional urban planning potential, tracking the quality and supply of material resources in real-time.

Taking into account the value chain in lean construction, based on the conducted survey (Supplementary Material) value of lean construction digitalization effects for each ICP participant was determined (Figure 13).

**Figure 13.** Average calculated value of lean digitalization effects for each ICP participant (according to the results of the conducted marketing analysis and analysis of data on implemented projects), %.

### 5. Conclusions

In the course of research based on a three-step procedure involving an extensive literature review, an expert survey, and project-specific calculations, it was found that the use of digital tools and technologies in lean construction contributes to the even greater economic efficiency of investment and construction projects, including the following:

- Increasing the speed of construction by optimizing the interaction of ICP participants and stakeholders and reducing time inter-operational losses;
- Reduction of time and operating financial losses during construction by improving the accuracy of cost estimates; reducing the number of collisions, clarifications, requests for information, changes in the project; and introducing electronic document management, pull scheduling, and integrated management in real-time;
- Increasing labor productivity by reducing time losses and shifting the time employees spend for the preparation for meetings and participation in the workflow to the implementation of kaizen, training, etc.;
- Improving the quality of works and facilities by monitoring the quality and supply of materials in real-time, monitoring hidden works in real-time, continuous monitoring of the Gemba in real-time, etc.
The research proposes a new approach to determining the target image of lean–BIM integration: the choice of digital technologies for gradual integration, taking into account obstacles to the introduction of BIM and calculation of effects.

The research recommends all stakeholders, not only the ones from Russia, determine the feasibility of using certain digital technologies in the lean construction system on the basis of prioritization of effects, development, and monitoring of a digitalization roadmap for relevant projects and processes of lean construction, taking into account external changes, analysis of the communication–cost–time–quality ratio, optimization of the cost-effect ratio customized for each ICP participant and the corresponding level of implementation of lean construction principles.

It can be concluded that there are a number of key effects common to all participants in the construction ecosystem: increasing the quality of the facility at each stage of the project life cycle and reducing the time, cost, and transaction costs. Digitalization also contributes to the formation of a base of data on the occurrence and ways to solve problems related to milestone scheduling of the investment and construction process, the possibility of online training of employees based on the case system, which fully corresponds to the thesis about the need for continuous improvements and involvement in lean construction.

The presented research has limitations. Firstly, the introduction of lean construction as a whole was considered without considering individual tools or principles. Accordingly, the following studies are needed to determine the effects of specific instruments. Secondly, BIM and EDMS were considered digital technologies. Other digital technology options, such as construction oversight software, need to be considered in future studies. Thirdly, it is necessary to calculate not only effects but also costs to be able to use the given conceptual scheme for the development of digital transformation effectiveness criteria. In future studies, costs for software, training, and retraining of personnel; changing business processes; and project support should be considered as the key costs necessary for the implementation of digital transformation of construction at the micro level. Moreover, this study did not investigate the risks of introducing lean–BIM to improve the communication between project participants. Finally, the study is limited to a survey of specialists and consideration of the situation in Russia, which has its own regional and cultural characteristics. Accordingly, it is necessary to compare the results with the results of lean–BIM effects calculation in other countries.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/buildings13030770/s1.
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